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Application Number 20/02453/F
Location

Hornton Grounds Quarry Hornton

Proposal

A fuel depot including ancillary offices, the installation of plant and hardstanding

Case Officer

Bob Neville

Organisation
Name

Andrew Macdonald

Address

The Old House,Stratford Road A422,Drayton,Banbury,OX15 6EG

Type of Comment

Objection

Type

neighbour

Comments

Dear Sir/Madam, As a resident of Drayton, directlty on the Stratford Road, i strongly object
to the proposed development based on a number of factors 1. At present the traffic through
Drayton is already high, with speeding cars/lorries/motorbikes. In the mornings during the
week there is already a significant high volume of lorries heading towards the M40 from the
quarry site and this site would only increase the amount of heavy traffic heading through
Drayton 2. Noise - the increased volume of traffic wil signifncatly increase the noise of traffic
throught the village as the southbound traffic heads to M40mainly during the morning and is
this application also at the weekend 3. Safety - The increase traffic will increase the safety
risk in drayton where there is no traffic calming or speed camera to deter speeding traffic.
The villaage has elderely and children in the village and heavy traffic will be an increased
issue 4. Damage - the increased heavy traffic will increase wear and damage to the listed
and non listed buildings in the village which i am quite sure the council will not contribute to.
5 Conservation area - Drayton is a conservation area and increased heavy traffic is hardly in
keepting with a conservation area. We are already considerig moving as the increased traffic
is dangerous, noisy and not in line with Village life as the stratford road is more like a race
circuit most days. 6. Finally, if did stay we would need to rennovate and introduce triple
glaazed windows into our house as a result to keep noise and pollution down. Unfortunalty
this would not be in keeping with "the old house" which is over 250 years old however we
would have no other option. Regards Andy Macdonald
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